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A 2010 New Year’s Message from Director Peter Hartung
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFlcFRjMDAo

Question: So how did you find yourself filling the
shoes of Dr Fredrick Töben?
Peter Hartung: Well, about five years ago I spent a lot
of time on the Internet and I became very interested in
health issues and related topics and world politics.
I started reading about these people in Germany, Ernst
Zündel, Horst Mahler, etc.- people being locked up for
five years or more for questioning the Holocaust. I
thought how can that be, are these guys crazy or what?
The Holocaust is a fact. It’s been proven beyond doubt,
there is so much evidence. Anyway, I’m the type of
person I need to know how things work. I wasn’t happy
with, I didn’t understand why they were locked up. If
they were crazy they should be put into a mental
institution.
I came across the websites run by these people, and
reading about what they were actually saying, and I
spent many, many hours researching, looking at the
evidence, and I came to the conclusion in the end that
the Holocaust as we know it, that is the systematic
extermination of Jews by the German Nazis in World
War Two, a systematic extermination, a government
order, and the actual gassings of Jews in gas chambers
is nothing more than war-time propaganda. It’s
completely untrue, it did not happen. Now after 60
years plus of constant TV propaganda the general
population believes that these things happened when
they did not happen. So that’s my story.
Question: You’ve had a long friendship with Dr
Fredrick Töben. How did you get involved with him and
Adelaide Institute?
Peter Hartung: Well, at this particular time when I did
come to the conclusion that the gas chambers were
fictitious I came across Dr Töben’s website and
information about him and how he’d been locked up in
Germany for seven months for the crime of refusing to
believe in the Holocaust. So I sent him an email and
introduced myself and we met up and quite quickly
became friends.
Question: After a long 14-year court action by such
Jewish community leaders as Jeremy Jones, Dr Töben
has been gagged much like a Soviet era political
dissident and can no longer participate in the public
debate surrounding the so-called Holocaust. Is this
what brought you into the directorship of the Institute?

Peter Hartung: Yes, he has noting to do with the
Adelaide Institute, I’m the director of Adelaide Institute
– I run the website, I am the only person who can
access the website, I’ve got the passwords, and he
doesn’t have any input in it at all. I’ve had a lot of
comments about me running the website. I’ve got a
different approach, a different sense of humour, I like
to have a bit of humour on the website, sort of make
fun of certain things. A lot of my friends don’t really
understand what this is all about, they don’t really
understand why I’m in this and they suggest to me that
I should find a new interest in life. But it’s really an
intellectual adventure. Once you get involved in it, once
you start and then see how it works and all the pieces
of the jigsaw fit together – there’s no turning back.
Either you’ve got it in your heart, you’re are a righteous
person and you want to do good things, you want the
world to be good and you want the truth. That’s it.
That’s how the Töben case is put forth in the media, as
a freedom of speech case. Really yhe opponents of
freedom of speech, the enemy of free speech don’t
really know anything about free speech. They’re the
first ones who want to censor, get people locked up for
having free speech.
Question: You do not advocate violence of vilification
of anyone, but simply ask for an honest account of
matters that took place during the Second World War,
which includes the freeing of the German people from
the stigma of being a nation of homicidal mass
murderers. Is this an accurate description of your
mission?
Peter Hartung: The German people were – in fact the
real Holocaust of World War Two was the Holocaust of
the German people. The deliberate policy since the, the
very first day that Winston Churchill came to power as
the Prime Minister of England, the very same night the
first raid of English bombers went out and bombed
civilians, and that was the policy of the British
throughout the whole war, to demoralise the German
people by bombing civilians, and this culminated in the
end with the bombing of the most well-known, the
bombing of Dresden, where between 300,000 and
500,000, mainly women and children and defenceless
war refugees were roasted alive by the fire bombing of
Dresden in 1945, on February 13 and 14, St Valentine’s
Day. The British bombers, wave after wave of dropping
these fire bombs which set fire to everything created a
huge inferno of the city. After about three or four hours
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when everyone thought it was safe to come out, these
survivors, another wave came through. It was a
horrendous war crime, and today through propaganda
most people hanven’t even heard about it.
We’re here at the top of the waterfall and down below
you can see a turtle, or is it a tortoise? – not quite sure
– happily swimming away. We saw a couple more in the
shallows when we were down the bottom there, it’s
such a beautiful day, beautiful and cool at the top of
the waterfall.
Question: Where do you see yourself taking the
Adelaide Institute? What are your specific goals? Do
they differ from Dr Töben’s in style and substance?

Peter Hartung: Well, I’d like to become more proactive and really start pushing our message out there,
the message of the truth and we’d be looking to
increase the number of our supporters, increase the
number of people out there. There’s a lot of people out
there who are already with us, supporting us, who
know the truth, who’ve taken the time to study the
various things about the truth of the second World War,
all our different areas of focus, not only the Holocaust
but exposing the whole criminal mentality of the
Talmudic way of thinking. So we really want to get out
there to the man on the street, the working man, not
only the working man but the working woman as well.
Most intellectuals are too indoctrinated to be able to
think properly.

Wimmera Mail-Times, 13 January 2010
Controversial Wimmera writer Fredrick Töben is
planning a trip to America to launch his latest book, 50
Days in Gaol. He aims to launch the book in Washington
at the beginning of February, but he must first renew
his American visa.
Because of his imprisonment in South Australia for
three months last year on contempt of court charges,
he has had to obtain a national police certificate for the
visa application. If he gains a visa and flies to America,
he will risk arrest by German authorities again. He is
willing to run the risk. “I am doing it on purpose,” he
said. “I am not a criminal, but the world is my prison.”
Germany has an arrest warrant out for him under

section 130 of its penal code – forbidding people from
denying the Holocaust.
Headlines
Dr Töben captured world headlines in 2008 when he
was pulled off a plane at Heathrow Airport, London, and
held in jail while Germany tried to extradite him. His
new book, printed last week and yet to be launched,
details his SWAT-style arrest on Flight AA98, his legal
battle to avoid extradition, his 50 days in prison and
the swirl of manoeuvring, polemics and drama
surrounding the case.
Sub-titled Dr Fredrick Töben’s Global Battle for Free
Speech, the book includes a lengthy foreword by
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Gerard Menuhin, son of famous violinist Yehudi
wasn’t punishment because cleanliness is a godly
Menuhin.
virtue. “As a teacher I never gave yard duty [as a form
Dr Töben has now spent time in five prisons – all for
of punishment] because it gave the wrong message
his belief in free speech, particularly relating to his
that a cleaner was not worth much.”
views on the Holocaust – Mannheim, Germany, in 1999,
He said [some] people in prison were forgotten by the
Wandsworth and Bedford prisons in England in 2008,
system. Many were not well educated , without good
and Yatala Labour Prison and Cadell Training Centre in
social connections. About 80 per cent were in for drugSouth Australia last year.
related offences, and received ‘liquid handcuffs’ –
During his time in Yatala and Cadell, the 65-year-old
methadone for their addiction. He believed drugs should
former Goroke teacher lost 13 kilograms. He spent a
be legalised, under strict controls, to minimise their
considerable part of his time cleaning and painting. “I
destructive repercussions.
was ‘poster boy’ in the prison’s newsletter, the Cadell
Dr Töben is now working on his next book,
Courier, in November,” he said. “I almost singleprovocatively titled Arbeit Macht Frei – ‘work makes
handedly cleaned it up – like a good German. [At
you free’, the message over the entrance to Auschwitz.
Yatala] My punishment was cleaning my cell. But it
Keith Lockwood
******************

SOME TRIVIA – the not-so serious and the dangerous!

Woman slept with boy, 12, almost 200 times
Yahoo!7 January 20, 2010, 6:34 pm

A UK mother who had sex with a 12-year-old boy
almost 200 times is facing jail.
The Sunday Sun reports Angela Sullivan gave the boy a
pair of shoes after he slept with her for the 100th time.
The unemployed 36-year-old reportedly corrupted the
boy after getting him drunk and performing a sex act
on him.
According to the Sunday Sun, Sullivan sent her own
son to stay his with grandparents so she could meet
her victim.
When police arrested the single mother, they found a
diary marked with stars against the dates they had sex.
Sullivan's offences were reportedly discovered after
rumours circulated she had fallen pregnant to the boy.
She is set to be sentenced next month.
http://au.news.yahoo.com/a/-/mp/6701769/womanslept-with-boy-12-almost-200-times/
***
'Booze for boobs' promotion causes a stir
Yahoo!7 January 19, 2010, 12:06 pm

A nightclub in Singapore is attracting attention for a
marketing strategy that offers free drinks according to
women's bra sizes, the China Press reports.
The OverEasy nightclub introduced the event 'Fill My
Cups' recently to promote events hosted by Australian
DJ DCUP.
The promotion allows A-cup patrons one free drink, Bcups two, C-cups three, and D-cups can claim a free
bottle of vodka.
"It was really a play on the guest DJ's name. When we
heard that it was DCUP, we decided to give the event
an added spin," said Ms Cheryl Ho, spokesman for The
Lo & Behold Group, which runs OverEasy.
The stunt has drawn as much criticism as it has
laughter, with some calling it distasteful, "I think the
concept is funny but I would not degrade myself by
being a part of it," a 19-year-old women told The New
Paper, a local publication.
Others believe the 'booze for boobs' gimmick is
harmless, Student Lek Ning, 20, who considers herself
a C-cup, said that she found the event hilarious, "After
all, I'm rather proud of my assets," she said.
President of the Association of Women for Action and
Research (Aware) Dana Lam labeled the event
"demeaning". "I'd laugh at the silliness (of this event) if
I didn't know better. Women should think twice before
popping themselves in there," she said.

Ms Lam added that the "safety and dignity" of female
customers have been disregarded, as they might be
"subjecting themselves to molest and harassment".
To ascertain bra size the promotion will allow for one
male and one female judge to visually assess bra cup
size, "They are not boob experts, and neither are they
from a bra company. They are our personal friends who
will simply guess-timate as to the women's bra cup
sizes," said Ms Ho, "We don't condone touch tests," she
said. http://au.news.yahoo.com/a/-/mp/6694557/booze-forboobs-promotion-causes-a-stir/

***
Chinese Internet activists applaud Google, see no
backdown
Chris Buckley and Lucy Hornby, Reuters January 13,
2010, 6:21 pm

BEIJING (Reuters) - Google's announcement that it
may quit China over censorship and hacking drew
applause, warnings and bouquets from dissidents and
Internet activists on Wednesday, with few seeing much
chance of the wary government giving ground.
Google, the world's top search engine, said it might
shut its Chinese-language google.cn website after
China-based cyber attacks on dissidents using its Gmail
service.
At the company's China headquarters in Beijing's
university district, a dozen locals laid a bouquet of red
roses and white lilies on Google's sign at the company
entrance.
They praised the company, shouting some salty Beijing
slang.
"We want to express outrage, but not at Google.
Coming here is a type of support for Google," said IT
worker Zhao Gang, 30.
"Google faces very strict and adverse conditions in
China. Something we knew in our hearts is now out in
the open. I believe it's a watershed moment for the
Internet in China this year."
Chinese activists have long complained that China's
Communist Party has tightened its grip on the Internet,
stifling the spread of information and ideas in the name
of public safety and morals.
Their complaints have now been echoed by the world's
biggest Internet firm and by Washington, where Hillary
Clinton said the Chinese government should explain the
attacks.
With such volleys aimed at China, Internet control is
sure to climb the pile of frictions between Washington
and Beijing, joining economic disputes, arms sales to
Taiwan and Tibet.
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"The surprise isn't the hacking or censorship. That's
everywhere here," said Liu Ning, a writer and blogger in
Beijing. "The surprise is such a big company breaking
the silence about all these problems ... Until now,
they've kept quiet."
Yet even Chinese dissidents who welcomed Google's
stance saw little chance of Beijing bowing to the
renewed pressure, worried the country's 360 million
Internet users could be exposed to banned news and
ideas, especially challenges to one-Party rule.
"Our space for expression on the Internet has been
narrowing, because government control has become
increasingly detailed and pervasive. I don't see that
relaxing," said Xu Youyu, a Beijing academic who has
campaigned for broader human rights.
Google did not say whether it believed the Chinese
government was behind the hacker attacks.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry has repeatedly denied the
government sponsors hacking. Foreign experts say
some of the attacks bear signs of sophisticated
organization.
Several Chinese rights campaigners said their email
accounts, including Gmail, had often been targeted by
"phishing" attacks, deceptive emails gain access to the
user's information.
"China uses a lot of tools to target dissidents, and tries
to break into their private thoughts and actions," said
artist Ai Weiwei, who has mobilized Internet users on a
range of sensitive causes. "Most dissidents aren't all
that careful" about security.
If Google shuts google.cn, the government may tighten
curbs on access to the company's search engine's
based overseas, which can also support Chineselanguage searches, said Wang Junxiu, a businessman
who has campaigned against Internet censorship.
Many ordinary Chinese, however, use the local Baidu
search engine to roam the Internet, and many of the
Internet companies and users may not join the uproar
over censorship.
"I sent around the message to my colleagues, but they
didn't care," said Ma Jie, 28, a researcher who joined
the small protest at Google's Beijing office. "They
thought Google is stupid, when there's so much money
to be made in China."
(Editing by Benjamin Kang Lim)

http://au.news.yahoo.com/a/-/newshome/6675926/chineseinternet-activists-applaud-google-see-no-backdown/

***
U.S. has met with China on Internet freedom
Reuters January 20, 2010, 6:46 pm

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The United States has had
multiple meetings with Chinese authorities over
Internet freedom and will have more in the coming

days, a top State Department official said on Tuesday
amid continuing tensions between Google and Beijing.
Assistant U.S. Secretary of State Kurt Campbell told
reporters that Washington viewed free and open
Internet use as a "universal right that should be
available to all people."
"The ability to operate with confidence in cyberspace is
critical in a modern society and economy," he said.
"The U.S. government has had multiple meetings with
Chinese authorities on this matter and will have more in
the coming days," Campbell added.
Google said last week that it and other companies were
targets of sophisticated cyber-spying from China, and
threatened to pull out of the country.
"We take this matter very seriously," Campbell said.
"The whole issue does raise serious concerns."
He said China had denied the allegations made by
Google. Campbell said Washington believed Chinese
authorities were in the best position to explain the
situation, "and we are asking them for an explanation."
(Reporting by Andrew Quinn and Arshad Mohammed;
Editing by Eric Beech)
http://au.news.yahoo.com/a/-/newshome/6698056/u-s-hasmet-with-china-on-internet-freedom/

***
Iran welcomes West's new 'realism' on nuclear drive
AFP January 20, 2010, 7:37 am

TEHRAN (AFP) - Iran on Tuesday welcomed what it
called the West's newfound "realism" on Tehran's
controversial atomic programme after world powers
failed to decide on new sanctions.
The United States, meanwhile, said Iran's response to
the international community's demands for assurances
about its nuclear programme was inadequate while
Britain warned of punitive financial measures.
But China, one of six world powers with Washington
and London involved in talks on Iran, urged flexibility in
the standoff over Tehran's nuclear drive and a return to
talks.
However, Iranian Defence Minister Ahmad Vahidi
renewed a warning that Tehran's forces could hit
Western warships in the Gulf if it comes under attack
over the nuclear standoff.
On the diplomatic front, foreign ministry spokesman
Ramin Mehmanparast told reporters: "Speaking of
sanctions is repetitive and it is not constructive.
"Some Western countries... should correct their
approach and be realistic about our (nuclear) rights.
And we feel there are traces of realism to be seen," he
added.
On Monday, Foreign Minister Manouchehr Mottaki made
similar positive comments.
"We are ready to help with the realistic approach and at
the same time we will wait for public and backstage
developments in Iran's nuclear case," Mottaki told
reporters.
US State Department spokesman Philip Crowley said
recent talks by six world powers on the nuclear standoff
with Iran were constructive. "We are moving on both
tracks," he said, about diplomacy and the threat of
further sanctions.
But Iran's response to demands for assurances about
its nuclear program remains inadequate, he said.
British Foreign Secretary David Miliband said financial
sanctions could help bring the Islamic state into line.
"We believe that financial sanctions... have an
important role to play in exerting pressure at the
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appropriate points in the (Iranian) regime and not
affecting the Iranian people," Miliband told lawmakers.
World powers made up of the UN Security Council's five
permanent members plus Germany met in New York on
Saturday but failed to reach an agreement about new
sanctions.
The six are concerned about Tehran's rejection of a UNbrokered deal under which most of Iran's low enriched
uranium (LEU) stockpile would be shipped abroad to be
further enriched into reactor fuel.
Iran has come up with its own counter-proposal of a
staged and simultaneous swap of LEU with nuclear
reactor fuel. This has been largely rejected by world
powers, insisting Tehran accept the International
Atomic Energy Agency offer.
The New York meeting brought together senior officials
from Britain, France, Germany, Russia and the United
States. But China, signalling its reluctance to back
tougher sanctions pushed by the West, sent a lowerlevel diplomat.
In Beijing, Mehmanparast's opposite number, Ma
Zhaoxu, also at a press conference on Tuesday, said:
"China has all along proposed the proper settlement of
the Iran nuclear issue through dialogue and
consultation ...
"We hope relevant parties can enhance consultations,
show flexibility and promote the early peaceful solution
of the relevant issue in a proper manner."
Ma said his country was aware of the proliferation
concerns of the Western nations but insisted the
Islamic republic had the right to the peaceful use of
nuclear energy.
Iran's defence minister reiterated that his country was
not cowed by the threat of military action.
"Why are there so many warships there? The
Westerners know that these warships are the best
target for operation by Iran if they do anything against
(us)," Vahidi said.
Iranian officials have repeatedly threatened to deliver a
"crushing response" and hit US targets, including its
bases in the Gulf and neighbouring Iraq and
Afghanistan, if Iran's nuclear sites are attacked.
The United States and its regional ally Israel, which
accuse Iran of seeking atomic weapons under the guise
of a civilian nuclear programme, have never ruled out a
military option to thwart Tehran's nuclear drive.
Iran denies the charges.
http://au.news.yahoo.com/a/-/newshome/6697713/iranwelcomes-wests-new-realism-on-nuclear-drive/

U.S. charges 22 with bribery in arms sting
Dan Margolies and Jeremy Pelofsky, Reuters January
20, 2010, 11:20 am

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - An executive of Smith &
Wesson and 21 others have been charged with violating
U.S. bribery laws after an undercover sting in which
federal agents posed as arms-buying representatives of
an African defence minister.
The defendants, including a senior Smith & Wesson
sales official Amaro Goncalves, were accused of
violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, or FCPA,
and conspiracy to commit money laundering tied to the
sale of guns, body armour and other law enforcement
equipment.
The FCPA prohibits the payment of bribes to foreign
officials in order to secure business contracts.

Twenty-one of the men were arrested in Las Vegas,
where they were attending the SHOT Show, a large
shooting-sports and hunting convention. The 22nd
defendant was arrested in Miami.
"This is one case where what happens in Vegas didn't
stay in Vegas," Assistant Attorney General Lanny
Breuer said at a news conference.
Breuer said the investigation was continuing. He
declined to say if any of the companies the defendants
worked for faced prosecution.
The indictments, returned on December 11, were
unsealed by a U.S. judge on Tuesday in U.S. district
court in Washington.
Among those charged was the chief executive of
Protective Products of America Inc, R. Patrick Caldwell,
who previously worked for the U.S. Secret Service for
27 years and was in charge of the division for the vice
president's protection. A spokesman for the service
declined to say when Caldwell left the agency.
An attempt to reach Protective Products was not
successful. Protective Products filed for bankruptcy
protection last week and sought approval to be
acquired by an affiliate of the private investment firm
Sun Capital Partners Inc.
A representative for Smith & Wesson was not available
for comment.
Most of the defendants were expected to be arraigned
on Tuesday in Las Vegas.
STING OPERATION
As part of the FBI sting operation, an unidentified
business associate who was a former executive for an
arms manufacturer arranged a meeting between the
arms sales representatives and undercover FBI agents
who posed as representatives of an African country's
minister of defence.
The agents told the sales representatives that in order
to win a contract, they had to add a 20 percent
"commission" to price quotes, half of which would go to
the purported minister of defence and the rest would be
split between the others.
In the case of the Smith & Wesson executive,
Goncalves gave price quotes for two sales, a small one
of 25 guns and a larger one with 1,800 pistols. He gave
two price quotes for the transactions, including one that
had its price inflated by 20 percent, the Justice
Department said.
The two-and-a-half-year-long investigation involved
250 FBI agents, according to Mark Mendelsohn, deputy
chief of the Justice Department's fraud division. In
connection with the indictments, 150 agents executed
14 search warrants across the country and British
police executed another seven, Justice Department
officials said.
Three of the defendants worked for unnamed British
companies; another worked for an unnamed Israeli
company, according to the indictments. The defendants
sought to obtain contracts for the sale of products
ranging from grenade and tear gas launchers to pistols,
ammunition and explosive detection kits.
Breuer said the investigation was the largest action
ever undertaken by the Justice Department against
individuals in an FCPA case. He also said it marked the
department's first large-scale use of undercover
techniques in an FCPA investigation.
"We're steadily pushing this unacceptable practice out
of the business playbook by prosecuting companies and
individuals who ignore the law, as well as by working
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with our international counterparts in their efforts to
prevent and prosecute foreign bribery," Breuer said.
He said the Justice Department currently has 140 open
FCPA investigations. Kevin Perkins, assistant director of
the FBI's criminal investigative division, said 20 agents
were working on FCPA cases full time.

The cases are in the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia, Nos. 09-335 through 09-350.
(Reporting by Dan Margolies and Jeremy Pelofsky,
editing by Gerald E. McCormick and Tim Dobbyn)
http://au.news.yahoo.com/a/-/entertainment/6699433/u-scharges-22-with-bribery-in-arms-sting/

************

From: ReportersNotebook@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of ReporterNotebook
Sent: Tuesday, 26 January 2010 1:37 PM
To: reportersnotebook
Subject: Fwd: Dear Prof. Alan Dershowitz...About CNN's Elizabeth Cohen
JANUARY 25, 2010
Professor Alan Dershowitz helps me understand how
the ethnic sensibilities got in the way of CNN's
Elizabeth Cohen when she was reporting from Haiti
Dear Prof. Alan Dershowitz,
Thank you professor Alan Dershowitz for waking-up my brain.
It's
because
of
your
column yesterday
in
the
Jerusalem Post, Double
Standard
Watch: For
bigots,
Israel can do no right that I learned something new about
myself. You rascal..! Could it be an inspection of your own
brain that you think of me as a racist and a fascist? Are you
sure you were not looking in the same mirror as Elizabeth
Cohen's when you wrote that about me?
Your link to Elizabeth Cohen's video news report with the word
"marvel", caused be to investigate the integrity of her
reporting, due to your endorsement of her and your
misunderstanding about me. Let's click on "marvel" and go to
the video clip, before we continue with my discovery, thanks
to you, of her propagandist reporting.
You wrote in your fist two opening paragraphs:
As most objective observers throughout the world marvel at
Israel's efficiency and generosity in leading the medical aid
efforts in Haiti, some bigots insist on using these efforts as an
occasion to continue their attack on the Jewish state. Both the
neo-Nazi hard right and the neo-Stalinist hard left cannot help
but to demonize Israel, regardless of what Israel does.
The neo-Nazi Web site ReportersNotebook.com features a blog
entitled The Zionization of Disaster Relief. It accuses Israel of
"exploiting the suffering of poor, defenseless Haitians on
behalf of Israeli Triumphalism." It complains that Israel is
rendering medical aid to Haiti only to deflect attention from its
crimes against the Palestinians.
Let's focus on your good friend Elizabeth Cohen
On the earth shattered grounds in Haiti on Jan.14, Elizabeth
Cohen on CNN reports that the nation of Israel would send a
field hospital and it would be up and running on the next day
on Friday, Jan.15. In the mean time, according to Wikipedia
(see LINK) over 150 nations and territories responded to the
Haitian earthquake crisis. It was not worth a mention by Ms.
Cohen. When Friday arrives and still there is no Israeli field
hospital, she repeats the same reporting on Friday night that
the Israelis will have a field hospital on Saturday, Jan.16. Why
was this more news worthy than the other nations who were
on the ground with field hospitals?
According to the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) Tweeter
reports, the Israeli field hospital and it's 40 doctors arrived
Friday morning. With military personnel of 200 to set up the
field hospital overnight and into the early hours of Saturday
morning before 8:04AM the Israeli field hospital had an ICU,
with patients that were brought to them from a nearby
adjacent makeshift hospital that was monitored by a Dr.
Jennifer Furin. Who we would learn about, from Elizabeth

Cohen, in reports she filed the following days and ways on
Jan.16 with a video clip, Jan. 17 with a written article, and
then Jan.18 with a spliced video clip --- all in a very sneaky
way for Zionist propaganda effect.
With all of her anticipation for two nights telling CNN viewers
about the arrival of an Israeli field hospital, she does not file a
report about the Israeli field hospital's functioning on
Saturday, Jan.16. Stretching this story for propaganda
purposes until -- Monday Jan.18.
Why?
Monday is a bigger news day than a Saturday and definitly a
Sunday when folks are watching sports, outside or at family
functions. According to the IDF Tweeter reports the Israelis
already had an operating field hospital functioning within
walking distance from where her CNN crew was reporting
unnecessary scary news.
Her live report on Saturday afternoon makes no sense
and is contradictory. See my yellow highlights.
SHOW: CNN NEWSROOM 2:00 PM EST
January 16, 2010 Saturday
ELIZABETH COHEN, CNN SENIOR MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT:

Fredricka, this is day three for me at this makeshift hospital of
about 300 patients on the U.N. compound near the airport.
And I'll tell you, the screams have intensified. We hear them
all the time.
These are people with broken bones they are trying to control
with morphine, and it's just not cutting it any more. For
example, the loudest screams we hear are from people with
pelvic fractures where the bones are sticking out of the skin.
They need surgery.
And to talk about this I have Dr. Jennifer Furin here with me
from Harvard medical school. And Dr. Furin, tell me, what
percentage of the patients here need surgery within the next
24 hours?
DR. JENNIFER FURIN, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL: Within the
next twenty-four hours, approximately 30 percent of the
patients in the hospital need immediate surgery or they are
going to die.
COHEN: They will die of infections?
FURIN: They will die of infections, malnutrition, and metabolic
derangements.
COHEN: The U.S. Department of Health and Human services
does have a team that sets up operating rooms for patients
like this. What are you hearing? Are they coming any time
soon?
FURIN:
In
any
situation
like
this
with
downed
communications, rumor and speculation are the norm. We
hear every day that the team will be set up, we'll be able to
send patients over there for life-saving and limb-saving
surgery. Every day the expectation goes down, the hope, most
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importantly, of the patients are dashed as there is nowhere to
send them for necessary, life-saving surgeries.
COHEN: Is there any hope at all? Is anyone setting up an
operating room for these patients at all?
FURIN: I know there is a lot of talk and speculation about it.
The only people we've actually seen on the ground doing
things are the team from Israel.
COHEN: The team from Israel is building an operating room?
FURIN: Yes. They are building a functioning triage level and
surgical field hospital. They are the first ones who will be
operating.
COHEN: Thank you, Dr. Jennifer Furin from Harvard medical
school.
The news media blitz on Monday (Jan.18) kept reminding the
public that the size of the Israeli field hospital would be able to
help 500 patients a day compared to the typical field hospital
of 140 patients a day. Yet at the end of the second day on
Sunday Jan.17, it only helped 200 patients, this according to
the Israeli Tweeter reports--short of 800 patients it could have
helped, since it was built for 500 patients a day.
WHY WAS ELIZABETH COHEN MISLEADING CNN VIEWERS THAT
THERE WAS CRISIS THAT AMERICAN DOCTORS WERE HAVING?
WHY WAS DR. FURIN GIVING ANSWERS TO ELIZABETH COHEN
THAT DID NOT MAKE ANY SENSE, ABOUT PATIENTS WERE
GOING TO DIE WHEN THEY WERE BEING TRANSPORTED NEXT
DOOR TO THE ISRAELI FIELD HOSPITAL SIX HOURS EARLIER?
HAVING A CAPACITY TO HELP 500 PATIENTS A DAY, AND THE
IDF TWEETER REPORTS THAT IN THE FIRST 48 HOURS ONLY
200 OUT A CAPACITY OF 1000 HAD USED THE FIELD HOSPITAL.

Elizabeth Cohen files an updated written report on her BLOG at
2:28 the next day Sunday Jan.17: "Furin said rumors and talk
of setting up an operating room abound, but that nothing has
materialized." But this is misleading! Dr. Furin had no need for
surgical rooms since the Israeli field hospital was next door, to
help (and was helping!) Dr. Furin and her staff for over 30
hours!!!
Here in its entirety is the updated written report she filed at
2:28 on Sunday Jan, 17. Keep in mind, she filed a video report
on Jan.18, with Dr. Jennifer Furin, who she interviewed on
Saturday Jan.16, saying that since she has been in Haiti she
has been sending the most serious cases next door to the
Israeli field hospital, and it was done immediately on Saturday
morning at 8:04AM or earlier, according to the IDF Tweeter
reports.
Port-au-Prince, Haiti (CNN) -- Nearly a third of the patients
at a makeshift hospital in earthquake-ravaged Haiti will die
without immediate surgery, a doctor warned Saturday.
"Within the next 24 hours, approximately 30 percent of the
patients in the hospital need immediate surgery or they're
going to die," Dr. Jennifer Furin, from the Harvard Medical
School, told CNN of the roughly 300 patients at a makeshift
hospital on a United Nations compound near Port-au-Prince's
airport.
"They will die of infections, they'll die of dead tissue, they'll die
of malnutrition and metabolic derangements," she said.
The screams at this temporary hospital have crescendoed
since Tuesday's earthquake, and medical workers futilely tried
to ease pain with morphine. The loudest cries came from those
with pelvic fractures so severe that their bones protruded
through their skin.
Furin said rumors and talk of setting up an operating room
abound, but that nothing has materialized.
"Every day as the sun starts to go down, the hope, most
importantly, of the patients are dashed, as yet again there's
nowhere to send them for these necessary life-saving
surgeries," she said.
One team, from the Israel Defense Forces, began setting up a
surgical field level hospital at an abandoned athletic field.
"They're the first ones who are going to be operating," Furin
said.

The Israeli delegation of 220 arrived at the Antoine Izmery
soccer field Friday to begin setting up tents and equipment. Its
doctors and other medical personnel anticipated treating about
500 casualties a day. Much of the aid will be focused on
helping any survivors of the destroyed U.N. headquarters in
the capital, Port-au-Prince.
###
Facts that Elizabeth Cohen did not want to report, the
nations from the same region as Israel were not noted
and also may, may explain why the Israeli field hospital
was so underutilized.
From Jan. 14-16 the same time frame of the Israeli
arrival to Haiti this was not reported by CNN:
Jordan: A Jordanian air force plane carrying a military field
hospital and 6 tons of food and supplies left Amman on
January 14. A second plane carrying Jordanian medics left the
following day.
Iran: Iran's Red Crescent society sent 30 tons of humanitarian
aid, including food, tents and medicine, on January 16.
Kuwait: Kuwait donated $1 million to relief efforts; the Red
Crescent is preparing 100 tons of food, medical supplies, tents
and blankets to fly to Haiti.
Lebanon: Lebanon is loading a plane with 25 tons of tents
and 3 tons of medical supplies; it leaves tomorrow.
Morocco: Two planes carrying 24 tons of aid left the city of
Kenitra on January 16. The Moroccan government has pledged
$1 million in aid to Haiti.
Qatar: A Qatari C-17 aircraft loaded with 50 tons of aid left for
Port-au-Prince on January 14. The Qatari government also
sent a rescue team to set up a field hospital; the Red Crescent
will sent another $100,000.
Turkey: Three cargo planes -- carrying search-and-rescue
teams, a mobile hospital and aid materials -- left for Haiti on
January 16. Another two planes left yesterday. Turkey has
also donated $1 million in cash.
United Arab Emirates: The UAE sent two planes loaded with
tents, and a team from the UAE's Red Crescent will arrive in
the Dominican Republic tomorrow to buy $500,000 worth of
supplies and truck them to Haiti. Another 50 tons of
emergency supplies will be air-lifted from Abu Dhabi
tomorrow.
See how FOX News filed a fair and balanced report (I
can't believe I am saying this about Fox News). The
report they aired on the same Monday as Ms. Cohen's
aired on Jan. 18:Treating Survivors
Compared to this propaganda news item that you drool
and marvel over:
Elizabeth Cohen filed this video report on Monday morning,
Jan.18. As you can see she did not air the entire interview with
Dr. Furin on Jan.16 or she went back to her on Sunday to
interview her with staged questions. She did not want to air
the entire interview until Jan.18, for propaganda purposes.
Let's "Marvel" at the MARVELOUS clip--again. It is selfexplanatory how she spliced the news piece and asked
coached and leading questions for the doctors to answer with
the kind of answers she wanted.
Extra...extra...extra..read all about it...
01:50 CNN Elizabeth Cohen:
Haiti Day 6 - No one but the Israelis have come to help any
of ...interviews makeshift medical tent personnel on January
18, on Monday morning. Asking Harvard Medical Dr. Jennifer
Furin, "Have the Americans set up a field hospital ...(Like Ms.
Cohen does not know the State Department passed the baton
for Israel to milk the publicity that she helped facilitate.)
Yes Alan....you have a rabid Zionist (like yourself--you rascal)
reporter doing what she is supposed to do...make sure the
Israeli effort goes to the front of the media bus and everybody
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else to the back. Nothing new. That's standard operating
procedure and the network editors know that. And the name
of the game is holding the viewer for the ads to run.
The big ad companies who do the Fortune 500 company ad
buys are mainly Jewish owned and run, so Jewish Power in the
USA has a kind of vertical monopoly.
Re-read JJ Goldberg's book: Jewish Power to remind yourself.
Or re-read your own books that you allege you wrote.
But with all the mess there is out there, Alan, the general
public is not going to care about PR wars. About who did what,
or what you think of me and ReportersNotebook.com.
Maybe the real story is/was the under supply medicines and
supplies for the hospitals that were functioning. We may learn

that the orthopedic supply chain may not have a ton of excess
capacity in it for tens of thousands of victims at one time.
Where, like a Walmart warehouse, it could be loaded and
shipped down in 12 hours.
Peace.
Michael Santomauro
Editorial Director
Call anytime: 917-974-6367
ReporterNotebook@Gmail.com
New release: Debating The Holocaust by Thomas Dalton

****************************************
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